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We ran STAR version 2.4.2a on an ENCODE dataset which consists of 17 samples from different cell lines. We used genome version GRCh38.p2 and GENCODE version 22 (15) . The parameters changed were the minimum alignment score (minAS, parameter: --outFilterScoreMinOverLread), number of mismatches (numMM, --outFilterMismatchNmax), length of reads (lenR, --clip3pNbases), and read downsampling. The minimum alignment score was varied to range between 0.55 and 0.99. The number of mismatches allowed was varied to range between 0 and 10. Length of reads (trimming reads from the 3' end) was varied to range between 20 and 76. We downsampled reads with a local script by sampling across the mapped reads at random (95% to 50% by increments of 5%). RSEM version 1.2.28 was run to quantify the expression levels of the ENCODE dataset. We considered both FPKM and TPM.
To perform a network enrichment analysis, we first generate co-expression networks using all samples at each alignment parameter. Briefly, we calculate a weight between gene pairs by using the Spearman correlation coefficient which is then rank standardized. To then measure the information content of the network, we use the performance of the n-fold cross validation task of a neighbor voting algorithm. If we can hide known information about genes in a gene set and then "learn" this information from the network, then our network has, to a degree, information that is reflective of the known biology of that GO term. This is based on the "guilt-by-association" principle, which states that genes with shared functions should be connected preferentially in the network. The reported performance metric from this task is the averaged AUROC (area under the ROC curve) for each group across the n-folds. We used the Bioconductor package EGAD (16) and GO (17) to perform this analysis on the individual co-expression networks.
ENCODE dataset reproduces the parameter choice paradigm
We repeated all the same analyses on a second, dataset with fewer samples but greater depth, across a larger number of parameters within STAR, summarized in Figure S10 . We first characterize the effects of the choice of parameter on the read depth and gene coverage. Even though read depth ranged between ~38M and 73M reads, gene coverage only changed between 14.5K and 15.5K ( Figure S10A) , with some parameters changing only a few hundred genes at most. We then calculate the replicability scores for each of the parameters. Under default parameters, most samples have good replicability scores (below 0, Figure S10B ). As in the GEUVADIS dataset, we find very little effects on the replicability score ( Figure   S10D ) across all the parameters. Although not significant, for most of the parameters the more stringent parameter (grey distribution in the violin plots), has better average scores and heavier negative tails.
Network analysis as an assessment metric
As the co-expression between gene pairs can be used to generate weighted gene-gene networks, we can perform a network analysis task that measures the amount of information in a network using a "guilt-by-average performance across all GO groups is very similar across the different parameter choices (average AUROC~0.61), and correlations across the individual GO groups near 0.88 (Figure S11A-B) .The node degrees of the networks generated are also highly correlated (Figure S11C-D) . Additionally, one could look at the change in co-expression of a gene to all other genes (e.g., XIST Figure S11E ). For the approximately 30K transcripts, co-expression pairs remain highly correlated compared to the default minAS (average rs=0.90, Figure S11F) . Protein-coding genes were also more correlated (average rs=0.94). The lowest correlations were again to the most conservative minAS, with scores per gene (minAS 0.66 vs 0.99, average rs=0.78). Figure S1 . Meta-assessment across the three gene expression databases: Gemma, ARCHS 4 and recount2.
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(A) Comparing fraction mapping rates per samples (B) and then averaged per experiment. There are some experiments that are outliers. Input reads differed mainly due to PE/SE counting and QC filtering that was not described which may have affected mapping rate calculations for some samples. Comparing alignment CPM to Effective CPM distinguishes alignment errors from quantification based errors. Here we've shown a representative female and male sample at default parameters and a stricter parameter (minAS=0.99).
There are genes that are not expressed (counts based) but appear as expressed once quantified (effective counts), labelled as quantification errors. Errors of alignment, on the other hand, appear as both counts and effective counts, and can be distinguished in the female samples here. 
